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ABSTPACT
This conference paper discusses two factors which

seem to be responsible for the lack of clear progress in research
dealing with motivation and learning in the schools: first, an
overemphasis on the presumed influence of motivation on learning,
which has resulted in a neglect of the many other processes that are
directly influenced by motivational states; and second, a mechanistic
conception of man which interferes with scientific progress. After an
enumeration of the specific faults implicit in the present paradigm
for motivational research in education, a new research paradigm is
suggested which emphasizes the influence of cognitive processes on
motivation. Also stressed is the need to develop a cognitive
functionalism that is as precise as behavioral functionalism while
not being immobilized by a mechanistic conception of man. Recommended
research areas are: (1) intermediate difficulty, (2) intention, (3)
intrinsic versus extrinsic motivation, (4) stages in achievement
behavior, (5) the building of effort structures, (6) causal
attributions for success and failure, (7) long-term motivational
Affects, and (9) achievement strivings among females. (CS)
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Division 15 of the American Psychological Association (APA) has kindly

invited me to g:t.ve an address with the suggested title of

"Motivation and Learning in the Schools." This is a very difficult, complex

topic, and after reviewing the pertinent literature one does not sense that

a great deal of progress I.as been made. I believe that this is not merely

my idiosyncratic reaction, but rather is a dissatisfaction that is :hared

by other investigators in this field, scientists in related disciplines, and

practitioners in the schools looking to us for help. We are at a pcint in

history where there is a general uneasiness across many areas of psychology,

but this does npt alleviate our particular plight.

In my opinion, two factors are in part responsible for the lack of

clear progress. First, there has been an overemphasis on the presumed influence

of motivation ,;-.1 learninR, as exemplified in the title of th/t address pro-

posed by APA. This has resulted in a neglect of the many other processes that

are directly tlfluenced by motivational states. And second, most researchers

in the If!eLd still maintain a mechanistic conception of man that I believe

interfe-t,,; with sciezitific progress.

These two alleged tults arf most evident ins domivant sub-area of

research that may be labeled "motivate the iearner." In this researchimethods

are suggesteu t^ mlin: tin the pupil,' attention or to arouse enthusiasm so

that the prevented tnformation is processed. Making the to-be-mastered
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material relevant, or meaningful, or fun, or interesting, or curicsity-

arousing, captues the typical attempts to alter the stimulus situation so

that the student is "motivated" to learn. At times, rather than varying the

learning material, the engulfing environmental context is manipulated to

arouse motivation. For example, competitive environments are established

to promote excitement, or co-operative groups are created to capitalize upon

social motivations. In addition, a person-stimulus interaction often is

recognized and it is demonstrated or contended that different groups of

individuals are motivated by different kinds of material or by disparate

environments.

Closely related to this approach are investigations that examine the role

of reinforcements or incentives on learning. Here the task of the researcher

and/or practitioner has been to uncover the type and amount of external rein-

forcement that is most appropriate for a given population. Use of praise

veraus monetary incentive, teacher versus peer approval, positive (success)

versus negative (failure) feedback, reward versus punishment, and so on are

typical experimental comparisons.

The research briefly introduced above can be incorporated within the

schematic fia7,ework depicted in Diagram 1.

Diagram 1

Schematic Representation of Motfvational Research in Education

Person Behaviors
Motivat:on

Stimuiu; ---------4Cogn:tions (Learning)

Diagr.11 1 Ars a temporal seclence of events. Trnits or states of the

persu mrio:7;ulated or meavirei and!o: environmenrAl re varied.

fl "I
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The environmental stimuli include both the nature of the learning material

and the incentives associated with performance. These independent variables

are believed to influence the motivation of the learner. The degree of

motivation, in turn, is related to, or inferred from, various behavioral

indexes, such as commerce with the task, and/or cognitive processes. The

cognitive process of greatest concern in educational research has been

learning.

As already intimated, I find two major faults with this paradigm. First,

it results in a concentration upon the association between motivation and

learning. But it is not even clear from laboratory research that hungry rats

learn faster than nonhungry rats! Pity the poor motivatiotal psychologist

searching motivation-learning relationships in the complex ane overdeter-

mined world of the classroom. This is not to imply that motivation does

not influence learning. After all, acquisition is facilitated by instrumental

behaviors. But in the short-term experiments that are conducted, intelligence

and uncontrolled and unmeasured variables account for much of the learning

variance. It has always been more evident that performance, r&ther than

acquisition, is aLfected by motivation.

A large per..entage of the waking time of our children is spent in

educational institutions. It therefore appears to me that the study of

identification processes, self-,,oncept, school anxiety, affective reactions

to success and failure, the growth of interpersonal competition, the estab-

lishment of personal standards of excellence, aspiraiixl level, the develop-

ment of the vAo strenFth needed to cope with failure, deal with stress, and

to tolerate frustration, the growth of social motivation and pro- as well as

, 11
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anti-social motives, the ability to delay gratification/and so on are

psychological processes that should be studied vitnin the context of the

educational system and from a motivations.. framework. It is important to

broaden the spectrum of problems to which we address ourselves.

A seccnd guiding a4sumption it the paradigm shown in Diagram 1 is that

man is a passive being, mechanically carried along some path by prior

associations and some "goad." Mar is stimulus bound and in need of activa-

tion and control. Bat tne entire field of psychology is undergoing, or per-

hapA it is mere accurate to sa undergone, a dramatic shift from a mech-

anistic conception c, f. man back to 3 cognitive cmception of man. This shift

is coasi:tert wict. current humanistic ideas and embraces the 12,2lief that an

is an active, infr7.,ation
processing organism, seeking to understand his or her

world, selrchipg fcr new information and new sources of stimulation, aiming

at personal fulfillment an:. self-actualization. Thus, the infloence of

eogni.ve proce:)Nes u;on mlti-..ation, that is, the cgni:ion-motivation linkage,

is just A3 important for motivattonal psychologists to study as the motivation-

ccgnitioa ilnkage. One problem at present in the mozivation-education field

is that :ew inelvliaals other t:.an the himanistic psychologists have embraced

the CO'41i!:7' and many of the llumaniszi have not accepted the positive

scienzi: that we-7e so c;,refully nourishecl by the behaviorists
)

and ",-ha..
A t4e eed t.' develor a cognitik'e ;:unctionaism thai. is as

preci3., 30
while not bk.Ing immobilized _)*f a mechanistic

r p;1

I I

Fu:';.7e 7-treoti,,ns

J7. 1 ra':her 2a';t :71`-, a bright

'..;
! .4

'

A r.0.1

Ani 1 .71'1st
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admit that : feel rather optimistic about the future. There are some very
recent developments in the field that provide building blocks for new

research dire4tions. Before presenting some specific research areas that,
in my opinion, are both important as well as feasible to study, I would like
tc advance one further principle of research: We have to call upon related

disciplines to provide help. I particularly nave in mind soc.al 4nd develop-

mental psychology and personality. Social psychology because it includes

the study of interperscn perception, social motivation, balanced systems,

attrihution theory, values and attitudes, and so on; developmental psychology

because it may lead us to a better understanding of afft.ctive systems,

identificattcn processes, and the internalization of standards; and personality
psychology because cf the importance of individual differences and coping

strategies.

With these general beliefs out of the way, let me turn to some specific

research areas that I happen to find exciting. The list is in no sense

"complete" and I fully recognize that the recommendations are far from sufficient.

There is no particular order in this list and it does not contain any particular
favorites.

1. Intermediate difficulty

Diverse con:eptual frameworks agree upon the importance of intermediate

difficulty. tritrmdiate difttculty tasks maximize motivation; performance at

such task.s pr) ides the 'cost information
about personal and effort;

success at '-iese tasks ,rovotes a feeling of competence; and repeated ,'commerce

with tasks Af intermediate difficulty teaches the imkorrance of effort as a

detorminan*_ of outcome. We need to make a concerted attempt to clarify the

"
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motivational and cognitive consequences of performance at intermediate eiffi-

culty tasks, particularly inasmuch as there has been an influential movement

advocAting continuous reinforcement dung learning.

2. Intention

The study of intention, or volition, or will, La making a comeback in

psychology after . long banishment. Intention is evan sneaking into behavior-

istic psychology via the establishment of mutually determined "performance

(contingency) contracts." We might as well explicitly recugnize and accept

that intentions are motivational factors that, regulate the direction and inten-

sity of action. Research programa must be initiated in this area.

3. Intrinsic vetiqs Extrinsic Motivation

Tteve is a growing body of evidence demonstrati2E7 that extrinsic rewards

can undermine the intrinsic interest that one har in an activity. This was

shown years ago when. Harlow gave monkeys a reward of food for solving a puzzle

problem. Prior to the introduction of the food the monkey° would engage in

menipulatory activities with the puzxlea for Inas periods of time without any

extrinsic rewards. But once food was made contingent upon the manipuintory

activity, the monkeys would no louger play with the puzzles if the food was

withheld. The early Lewini3n work on leadership styles and "own versus induced

forces" makes a relited point. :f we repeatedly grade our school children,

and prlv!,le 1peeial rewards 4oino, veil in school, are we undermining theiv

intrtnAL: interest in learning An4 Ln 'watering the environment? This issue

is so ':entral to ,d.lcittic:n that I tirwt a spite of relevant research in the

near flt,Are.

in tr manner, C.ora is experimental evidence that positive per-

in-7r in-,- !"-_P of 2,1 external :ncentive is as:.ribed :n th;,t exter-
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nal source of motivation. That is, if we reward a child for doing well,

and the child (or any other student) is aware of this incentive, then it

frequently is assumed that the performance was good because of the anti-

cipated reward. Are we being misled into believing that students sudy

only for the 3rades or the special rewards we impose? And is this belief

a self-fulfilling prophecy?

4. Itams_in achievement behavior: IncrAursonal and interpersonal competition

There appears to be a stagalike progression in the competitive aspects

of achievement- related behavior. Intrapersonal competition is manifested by

very young children, while interpersonal competition develops later, around

the age of Rix. The stages in achievement competition must be mediated by

cognitive abilities, ulch La till capacity to live social norm information. The

relationships between coftnItiva and bibevioral stages snould be a fruitful

area of investigation.

In addition to undeLstandin the determinints of interpersonal competition,

we must begin to examine self-!.mpose standards of excellence. This is a

difficult at and I am not aware of research programs that have provided the

nec.?ssary con_eptuol foundation. But someone must start sorewhere!

5. The bullding of effort structures

There is increasing c4idence demonstrating R psychological state that

is called "learned helplessness." nis label :onriotes that an organism can

engage in insrrumentil ictiiicie4 to attain s positi-:e goal or to avoid pain.

but does n .!01 so ')e,'auv! it had le..rue4 tbat 'nothJng I do matters." In a

similar m.wner, a sq..Jp.:p1;:at'on of :Ldividuala performng acl7ievement-related

problem - sknomtli Der eive effort-outcom covariacion. That is, LJflJ

0 0
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they do not believe that effort is in part responsible for success and that

a Lack of effort contributes to failure. Mn tenet examine the antecedents of

"learned helplessnesn" ant' devolop programs that alter this maladaptive belief

system. Change programs attempting to teach internal locus of control or self-

responsibility exemplify one step in this dire:tiou.

6. Causal attributions for success and failure

This topic is clearly related to the prior discussion of ef7ort struntures.

Sut more is involved. There is now a substantial literature demonstrating

that the perceived causes of success and failure influence performance, evalu-

ations of others, feelings of pride and shame, and the subjective expectancy

of success. we must more fully examine the antecedents that determine causal

ascriptions and the behavioral consequences of attributions. For example, it

has been demonstrated that induced "rationalizations" for failure facilitate

achievement strivings ton f.neividuals who typically ascribe their failures

to a lack of personal &hi-U*7. We have to examine more systematically the use

of coping ntylos in gene:mi and the functions of causal ascriptions in parti-

cular.

7. Long-term liotivat:cual effec!-

For ti.o.:e WAO 117aa:y 'AZV rem -a, I strongly evocete investigating the

long -tern ;)erform...co r.fects of moti.rlti)n. Surtly peruistan,:e in the persuit

of long -tares goAln, suc!- at Tdartt. 11- ,,lt,,4s,. i,eri-atiJmq, will he a sig-

nificant leterm!lait of slicce4-, ,,ca thouk:h iszelning motivation may

have only mtnma, -H. ...ce! Ilr.7% t:u4 1-scnIcr; c. Any particular z.nsk.

Th.-re 1, ,!vtd.p e gui,,eAA:141 tntiey interferes

vlth Irlr_ello .11 tr-ici-r- we TiSL Aiz.0 utle0_r s'ther motivational

I W
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vrtiables are related to cognitive growth. Part of the strong association

between ability measurr:s and leatninii nay be indirectly mediated by motiva-

tional structures. These issues 1,3ve been ignored in the experimental lit-

erature, in part because of a shortage of Jedic.ited masochists willing to

undertake longitudinal studies.

S. Achievement strivings among females

The literature and knoultdge in the achlcvement area pertain almost

exclusively to males. Recently it was sugzested that the mystery of achieve-

ment strivings (cr lack of strivings) in .females mly be clarified by taking

a motive to "avoid success" into account. It now ttppears that the fear of

success is as evident in males as in females end that the construct will

prove far less powerful than was originally anticipated. But the great deal

of interest that the fear of success research generated is a symptom of the

void in this area and the readiress of psychologists to attend to plausible

findings concerning the achievement motivation of female:. There is one

empiricol finding in the sax difference literature that might provide a good

starting point for thin researci.: Across a v,riety of aituationa and age

groups females have a lower experltauc of r.:CC23S than v.alee. How this comes

about, and what can he done about it, =us; allswered.

In sum, I have briefly outlilc.. r.cre 'e ,ears`. : :.ens that are relatively

new, intetestinis, vla;,!e, .nd lue area, *:i,e study of inter-

mediate diffi,7u1cY, int?,v7(a. . -nous pItriosic ,:n1-.1vation, stages

in achlevpment
Ft,-!1;-!-..posf:d -ri.ndardri as a^ interpersonal

competl:in, the building of effc,rt str4clurei kcal ).-ta!'.td n-qplesEness, causal

attribuslon; st:rces L:41Hr, .1747-L2v co_:4equrcr9 of motivation
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44.1 weft a-5 the effects of motivation on ability, end achievement striving
among females. The isvestigatiors: 1) transcend the motivation-learning

confinement; 2) magnify the iaportence of diverse cognitive processes; and
3) extend into the doOnins of developmental, personality, rnd social psy-
chology. These are Olree "gnats" for feture progress.

The conceptual paradigm guiding the above re3earch areas is depicted

in Diagram 2. The diagram shoes that cognition°, such as the subjective

Diajracc 2

Suggested Paradts for Motivation Research in Education

Cognitions-- Motivation Wide Affray of Consequences

probability of success, intentions, causal ascriptions, social norms, per-

ceived effort-outcome covariation, and o on influence motivationAl processes.
Motivation, in turn, affects both covert thoughts and overt actions pertinent

to diverse domains of mtbologicei functioning. This conception treats the
mechanistic bind, in aora appropvtate for the complex world of tho pupil, and
recognizes an actIve, searchirr' °malign.


